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                      The staff are all fantastic, friendly and knowledgable. We where treated amazingly and they truely care about their service! I would 100% recommend coming here any time. Plus they have a massage chair set up while your waiting- added bonus.

                    

            
                    Amy G.
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                      The Kwik Kar team saved me thousands by letting me purchase my own part when the dealership wanted to replace the entire wiring harness (over $4000.00 with parts and labor), when all I needed was on wire replaced (a $48.00 part and $145.00 labor.)  I will continue to go to Kwik Kar!!!!  I wish I could give them 10 stars.

                    

            
                    Valerie F.
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                      My favorite thing about this place is that they're honest. I brought my car in before and they'd tell me "no, you've got at least another year before you need that done" or "no, problems there." Plus, they're friendly and fast. No problems in 5+ years.

                    

            
                    Max G.
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Call today at 615-353-1475 or come by the shop at 7000- B Charlotte Pike, Nashville, TN, 37209. Ask any car or truck owner in Nashville who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Kwik Kar Lube & Tune.
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